
MARNIE SALVANI 707-344-0779 | marniesalvani@gmail.com
Experienced Filmmaker and Communicator Los Angeles, CA 90018

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Experienced filmmaker and effective communicator with 6 years of hands-on experience in various
facets of the film industry, including directing, producing, and editing. Proven editing and DIT
experience utilizing Davinci, Avid Media Composer, and Premiere Pro. Passionate about supporting the
editing team with her technical knowledge and adaptability.

SKILLS

Adaptability | Time Management | Collaboration | IER Local 700 | Familiar with Davinci-Avid Workflow
Avid User Certified - Media Composer 2019/2020
**List of short film editor experience available on request**

EXPERIENCE

Assistant Editor - ‘A Town Called Victoria’ Docuseries Apr 2022 - Jun 2023
Film Exchange LLC - Atwater Village, CA

● Pulled selects, organized footage, and located specific shots and dialogue bites for editorial
staff

● Ingested and managed assets through our server pipeline, maintained organization and folder
structure on internal servers

● Completed turnover to vendors with PBS television broadcast specs, troubleshooted offline
assets with Post Supervisor

● Tracked and maintained log of archival footage, items for the legal team, and animation assets
Assistant Editor - ‘Break the Game’ Feature Documentary Aug 2022 - May 2023
Break the Game LLC - Hybrid, Los Angeles, CA

● Ingested and managed assets (animation, SFX, archival selects, etc.), backed up assets to drives,

transferred MXFs to editing team daily

● Replaced lower resolution transcodes of Twitch streams with higher resolution transcodes

● Completed turnover to sound and color in time for Tribeca premiere deadline

● QCed and completed exports for upload to Vimeo

● Cut in animation and GFX assets into the timeline when necessary

EDUCATION

MFA, Film Production 2017-2021
University of California, Los Angeles

BA, Mass Communication; Summa Cum Laude 2014-2016
Concordia University Irvine

AWARDS/RECOGNITIONS

● Won over 50 awards for various speeches at regional, state-wide, and national tournaments on
the speech and debate team for CUI and Solano Community College 2011-2016


